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Putney started life as a small dwelling by the river 
Thames, and has evolved into one of the most 

desirable and celebrated areas of London.

It is also the birthplace of some of history’s most 
influential and notable people. Thomas Cromwell 
and the former Prime Minister, Clement Atlee were 
born here, Charles Dickens based his novel David 

Copperfield here, and the 2015 Women’s BNY 
Mellon boat race started from Putney for the first 

time in its history.

25 Years on, the Putney Exchange is proud to be 
part of the rich and wonderful history of Putney.

We are looking forward to announcing even more 
exciting changes.

We hope you enjoy our timeline depicting 
our town through the ages to the current day with 

the Putney Exchange.

The Centre of Putney since 1990. 

1671
A bill for the building of a Putney bridge 
is brought to the Houses of Parliament. 
Many members object stating that “the 
city of London would be irretrievably 
damaged by its construction“.

1965
The Greater London Council try to build a motorway through Put-
ney, by the railway on the line of Disraeli and Norroy Roads.

1889
Putney becomes 
a district of West 
London, it was 
previously in 
the Brixton hundred,  
of the county 
of Surrey.

1730
The first recorded local cricket 
match, between Putney and Fulham, 
takes place on Putney Heath.

1086
The first reference to Putney appears in 
the Domesday Book of 1086 as Putelei

1485
Thomas Cromwell is born in Putney

1700
The Green Man pub in Putney Heath, the 
oldest pub building in Putney, is built.

1845
Putney Bridge is first used as the starting 
point for the University Boat Race.

1854
Putney Hospital for Incurables is founded by 
Dr Andrew Reed. Situated on the summit of 
West Hill and the largest employer in Putney, 
it was established to “cherish and relieve 
persons above the pauper class suffering from 
incurable maladies and thereby disqualify 
them from the duties of life”. Putney Exchange 
work closely with the charity, now known as the 
Royal Hospital for Neuro-Disability, supporting 
their continuing excellent work.

1886
Putney Bridge is replaced by the stone bridge that stands today.

1880
Putney Bridge underground station opens, with 
East Putney following in 1889. Both were served 
by steam locomotives until electrification in 1905.

1846
Putney Station opens. 1780

A hurricane strikes the Putney 
area, damaging buildings and 
land from Lord Besborough’s 
house at Roehampton, ending at 
Hammersmith where the church 
sustained considerable damage

1647
The Putney debates, where officers and soldiers of 
Cromwell’s army debated how England should be 
governed, are held at the church of St. Mary the 
Virgin. The debates form the basis of our modern 
democracy with a constitutional monarch.

1302
Putney church near the bridge is dedicated 
to St Mary, built originally as a chapel of 
ease to Wimbledon. Precise date unknown 
but records date an ordination in 1302.

1684
The Waterman School in Putney is founded in by 
a London merchant as a token of his gratitude for 
being saved from drowning by a Putney Waterman. 

1729
An Act of Parliament is passed due to the efforts 
of Sir Robert Walpole and the original timber 
Putney Bridge is eventually built in 1729.  
Only the second bridge to be built across the 
Thames in London after London Bridge.

1883
Former Prime Minister Clement Attlee 
is born in Putney.

1990
Putney Exchange opens in May 1990. The mall 
costs £40million to build, and is bought 5 years 
later by our current owners. Designed by Chapman 
Taylor, with Stained Glass windows designed by 
Alan Younger, famous in his field.
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2015
Putney Exchange comes of age and  
celebrates 25 years at the Centre of Putney. 

2015
For the first time in history the 
men and women’s Oxford & 
Cambridge boat races both start 
from Putney, with both teams 
racing on the same day.
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